RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TREA NATIONAL AWARDS

Standing Rule #8-Appendix 2
Read Standing Rule #8 before completing this form.

From

Person/Chapter Recommended for Award

Address:

Check the Award Recommended, complete the justification and proposed citation on the next page.

GROUP I AWARDS
- Marjorie Holt Award
- Benjamin S. Pearson Award
- Heroism Award
- Award of Excellence
- Citation of Honor
- Honorary Life Member
- Alvino R. Gutierrez Americanism Award
- TREA Member of the Year Award
- TREA Founders Award for Distinguished Service

GROUP II AWARDS
- Outstanding Chapter of the Year
- Large Chapter (350 or more)
- Medium Chapter (151-349)
- Small Chapter (150 or less)
- Chapter President of the Year Award
- Large Chapter (350 or more)
- Medium Chapter (151-349)
- Small Chapter (150 or less)

GROUP IV AWARDS
- Community Service Award
- Certificate of Achievement
- Miscellaneous Award
  When a Miscellaneous Award is recommended, it must be accompanied by a draft citation and a name (i.e. Certificate of Merit, Certificate of Exceptional Services, etc.)

GROUP III AWARDS (do not recommend)
This Category is restricted to current National BOD.

Justification and citation required for any of the preceding awards. The appropriate box must be checked for the recommendation for Chapter of the Year, and Chapter President of the Year. SR#8, (Appendix 3) must be completed, attached, and forwarded to the Awards Committee by March 31.

Chapter Newsletter Award (Note: only the Public Relations Committee will provide recommendations)
Chapter Website Award (Note: only the Public Relations Committee will provide recommendations)
Recruiter Award (Note: only the Membership Committee will provide recommendations)